🚀 Our Mission is to grow trucking by making managing shipments easy, efficient and
reliable. We’re doing this by building a unified platform that makes managing deliveries
transparent for our clients, efficient for carriers and automatic for Flexport.

🚨 In the April Blast:
Carrier of the Year Current Standings
Interview with
Can’t Find What You Need in the Message Wall… There’s a filter for that!
New and Improved Billing is Right Around the Corner

🛠 New Product Feature: Events Wall Filters
You can now filter the events wall by Messages, Exceptions, and Events to provide for an
easier view of shipment timelines! Link to Instructional Video Here.

💡 Transmission Web Tips: Billing Improvement - V3
In order to create a more seamless billing process with faster processing and fewer
disputes, we are making many improvements the the Transmission Billing feature in 2022.
We will be releasing new features incrementally throughout the first half of the year. If you
notice new functionality or see changes have been made in the billing portal, do not be
alarmed! Please feel free to reach out to the Transmission Team with any feedback,
comments, questions, or concerns about changes and new billing features at
help@transmissionapp.com.

🔦 Transmission User Spotlight:
Angela Silva, JC Transport

❓

How did you first get involved with JCT and the transportation industry
JCT was my carrier for another company. When I parted ways with my former employer, I
reached out to Ian because I loved how they approached trucking “Take into
consideration what works for both the truck and customer, and you will win every time.”
He made me remember why I loved this industry and the science behind the truck. But I
was born into transportation. My dad was a diesel mechanic, and I grew up spending
summers in truck yards helping the office crews. Each summer I learned a different
position within the industry.

❓

What do you find most challenging about working in the transportation industry
The needs of each person involved in the shipment change hour by hour right now. What
was good to go 30 min is now stopped off in my yard due to no return. Or what was
confirmed scheduled yesterday is now a dry run because warehouse ran out of space.

❓

If you could change one thing about the Transmission platform, what would it be
There are two main things. 1) To remove the client solutions/ops teams the ability to push
out dates on containers that have not been picked up from the port. When the date is
pushed out it removes the container from the “flagged” list which could potentially cause
a container to be left at the port. 2) Listing the team that handles the shipment in the
details tab. If we were able to see who is assigned the account this would help us know
who to reach out to if we have a question/problem.

❓

What is one feature you find most helpful in Transmission
The accessorial reporting is simple and straight to the point.

Are there any tips/tricks you would give to a first-time user of the Transmission
platform
Ask A LOT of questions. The more you know the easier the system is to operate. There
were so many features I didn’t know were available when I was first introduced to the
system.

❓

🏆 Carrier of the Year and 🚚 Driver of the Month:
Both the Large Cap and Mid Cap carriers saw ties for the highest performers this month

🔭 Focus Category for March: Speed to Update
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